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B R E X I T

G E T  R E A D Y  N O W !
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 » The EU UCC will be used.

 » There will be a new UK Customs procedure.

 » There will be a new border.

 » There will be declarations.

 » AEO will be a platform for fast track and simplifications.

But regardless of political outcomes, the 
following is certain and will become the 
new reality for EU and UK companies 
involved in the customs and trade industry.

Given the uncertainty around 
the final shape of any agreements 
between the EU and the UK as well as 
the time taken to implement any solutions 
at the border, it is important that what is 
implemented is flexible enough to meet all 
political outcomes. Such solutions should also 
be scalable, as they can provide a template for 
future UK-EU border processes.

With regard to customs matters, the UK 
will no longer be part of the customs 
and tax (VAT and excise) territory of the 
Union. Consequently, movements of 
goods between the UK and the EU27 will 
constitute third country trade. In other 
words, EU companies will have a new 
market outside of EU to trade with, i.e. the 
UK, and vice versa.

On 29 March 2017 the United Kingdom (UK) formally notified 
the European Council of its intention to leave the EU by 
triggering Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty.

The reality
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Apply for AEO in UK

There is a risk for queues and capacity challenges in 
the UK market post-Brexit. The implementation of an 
Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) programme will 
thus play an important role for EU and UK foreign trade in 
relation to predictability and speed.

An Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) is defined by 
the WCO SAFE Framework of Standards as a party 
involved in the international movement of goods, in 
whatever function, that has been approved by, or on 
behalf of, a national Customs administration as complying 
with WCO or equivalent supply chain security standards.

Post-Brexit, it is important to make sure that your 
company has the necessary permits, certificates and 
statuses in UK, and vice versa.

 » Will BREXIT border formalities impact our contracts or prices?

 » Should we change our supply chain as a result of BREXIT?

 » Does BREXIT impact our value chain ?

 » Should we change supplier/distribution patterns as a result of BREXIT?

 » How will our products/services be affected in relation to EU27?

 » How will our products/services be affected in relation to other countries?

 » How should we organise the flow of goods from/to UK?

 » How do we handle UK post-BREXIT risks?

 » How do we handle potential new border formalities in both directions?

 » Do we have the correct permits and licenses for all our units?.

Conduct a Brexit diagnosis

Before embarking on any initiatives in response to 
Brexit, it is crucial to conduct an analysis and come up 
with an appropriate plan that will be best suited to your 
company.

Some key questions to address include:

What you can do now
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Your Brexit Specialist Partner
KGH Border Services is an independent consultancy company within the KGH Group, 
assisting government agencies all over the world with strategies, tactical planning, reform/
modernisation projects, education/training, human development and implementation of 
modernised Border Management. Some of the services include:

But most of all, we have a KGH Global Consulting and Border Services team on the ground 
in UK. We do more than talk, we work with BREXIT in UK and EU.

 » BREXIT Talks 
We arrange interactive cross-stakeholder panel discussions on BREXIT.

 » BREXIT Webinars 
We keep in dialogue with our clients and partners regarding the BREXIT process from a Customs, 
border and trade perspective.

 » BREXIT Newsletter 
We keep our clients and partners updated on BREXIT news.

 » BREXIT 911 Service 
Call us - we have a specific hotline for clients 

 » BREXIT Package 
We have developed a BREXIT Package to analyse trade flows and potential  
consequences from a company perspective. The KGH BREXIT package has a fixed price and delivers 
practical individualised action plan.
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About KGH Global Consulting
 » We are global market leaders on AEO.

 » We have supported more than 500 companies in getting AEO status and AEO benefit optimisation.

 » We do trade flow analysis to reduce your Customs cost by 20% or more.

 » We work with BREXIT on both the UK and EU side.

 » We have clients in both EU and UK.

 » We have a KGH Global Consulting Team in UK, specialised in BREXIT.

KGH Global Consulting
Facts & Figures

More than 700 Customs experts and a global network of partners

More than 50 years experience in the customs business

Projects in more than 50 countries across 5 continents

38 offices in 13 countries

2001 - We invented AEO 2017 - The first digital platform for AEO
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KGH Global Consulting
Our Services

Consulting

We do full scale Customs Consulting. 

The focus for the Consulting Team 
at KGH is all about enabling you (our 
customer) to make customs a natural part 
of both your daily activities and business 
development.

We achieve that through a combination  
of groups of products which include:

 » Customs Diagnostics 

 » AEO Certification and Support

 » Compliance Management

 » Supply Chain and Duty Classification

 » Brexit Diagnostics and Support

 » Tariff and Classification Support

Training

My Digital Academy 
Your in-house online training program. 
A tailor-made digital customs education 
platform available online or branded to be 
offered through your organisation’s intranet.

ECLAT 
Our European Customs Law Accredited 
Training course is Europe’s leading online 
training program, covering all aspects of 
EU customs law, practices and procedures. 
ECLAT provides your workforce with the 
knowledge, skills and competencies to fully 
comply with all aspects of customs requirements.

UCC Navigator 
A brilliant online tool, available in 23 languages, 
that provides a visual overview of EU customs 
legislation through the use of smart interactive 
infographics. Visit https://www.uccnavigator.com/ 
to view a short demonstration video and click 
“start 7 day free trial” to experience the tool first-hand.
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Contact us
Mr Lars Karlsson

Business Area Global Consulting

+46722-124948

lars.karlsson@kghcustoms.com

KGH Customs Services, Headquarters

Skandiahamnen, Sydatlanten 6

SE-403 36 Göteborg, Sweden

Phone: +46 31 764 30 00

Fax: +46 526 285 39

E-mail: consulting@kghcustoms.com

www.kghcustoms.com




